Books are an important factor of cultural transmission, but often need to be translated to achieve this goal. English is sometimes accused of dominating in terms of translations. We develop a theoretical model, which is estimated using UNESCO translation data. We show that if account is taken of factors such as production in the source and the destination languages, as well as distances between cultures, then translations from English are surpassed in relative terms by translations from other idioms, including Scandinavian languages and French; their position as destination of literary translations is however fairly weak. #
Introduction
The economic literature on cultural exchanges deals essentially with media industries, and especially with movies and television programs.
1 Much less is written on music, which needs no translation, dubbing or subtitles. But as pointed out by Frith (1996, p. 157) well before the explosion of Internet, MP3 and iTunes, ''the point is not that a new technology enabled -or determined -a new music international, but, rather, that the music's own essential mobility enabled the new technology to flourish, and shaped the way it worked.'' Though television and broadcasting have changed considerably the way culture is transmitted, books (and more generally written material, including the Web) remain essential.
www.elsevier.com/locate/poetic Available online at www.sciencedirect.com Poetics 39 (2011) 228-246 flows of dominating and dominated languages 5 have on translations and, therefore, on the transmission of political ideas. Translations may, thus, be motivated not only by economic but also by cultural, social and ideological factors. This makes translations -and, more generally, trade in cultural goods such as movies -very different from exchanges of commodities. Ganne and Minon (1992) were among the first to show that France, Italy, Spain and Germany translate much more (18, 25, 26 and 15%, respectively) than the United Kingdom (3.3%). Heilbron (1999) describes the system as accounting for uneven flows between language groups: On the European continent, 50-70% of the published translations are from English, though ''language groups do not always coincide with nation states, [since] languages have a supranational character'' (Heilbron, 1999, p. 342) . Janssen (2009) takes a different angle by analyzing the coverage of foreign literatures in American, 6 Dutch, French and German ''elite'' newspapers between 1955 and 2005. 7 Her empirical results lead her to emphasize the following conclusions, which do not always confirm her a priori assumptions: (i) the coverage of foreign literature increases over time; (ii) so does the number of countries and regions from which the literature originates; (iii) this coverage depends on the size and the centrality 8 of the countries' literary production; (iv) more attention is paid to literature coming from neighboring countries or countries of the same language area; and (v) the coverage of literature in English has become more important. Sapiro (2010) uses Bourdieu's approach and compares the markets for translations in France and the US. She finds that while large publishers behave as actors who are dominated by economic incentives, this is less the case for small-scale producers-who, especially in some European countries (France in particular), make use of financial support from the state, as well as from some private bodies. She also points out that in both countries, France and the US, there is a difference between the up-market, which is more diversified, and the market for commercial literature and bestsellers, which is subject to globalization.
All this may be for the better or the worse, but is hardly surprising because the population speaking English as a first language is, with the exception of those speaking Mandarin, the largest 5 The current role of English was predicted by Alphonse de Candolle, a prominent Swiss scientist (not a linguist), in an essay written in French, and published in 1873. Thus writes de Candolle (1873): ''[O]ne has to think why some languages are preferred to others. During the 17th and 18th centuries, there existed good reasons for which French succeeded to Latin in Europe. At the time, French, a relatively simple and clear language, was spoken by a large proportion of instructed people. It had the advantage of being close to Latin which was well-known. An Englishman or a German would know half of French if he knew Latin. A Spaniard or an Italian would know three quarters of it. A discussion, or a paper written in French would have been understood by everybody. During the 19th century, civilization has extended to the north [of France] and the population has increased more there than in the south. The use of English tripled as a consequence of the United States. Science is more and more cultivated in Germany, England, Scandinavia and Russia. The following conditions have to be satisfied for a language to become dominant: (1) include enough words, or Germanic and Latin forms to be understood by both German and Latin populations; (2) be spoken by a large number of civilized people. It would also be convenient for such a language to be simple and clear. English is the only language that could, within the next 50 or 100 years, offer all these conditions. The future predominance of the Anglo-American language is obvious.'' (Our translation. Thanks are due to Dean Simonton for having made us aware of Candolle.) 6 In her study, books written in English elsewhere than in America are considered ''foreign.'' And indeed in 2005, for example, some 18% of books discussed in American national media originate from the UK, Canada, Australia, South Africa, and Ireland. Given that 76% are American, this leaves little space (6%) for others.
7 It is interesting to point out that a new monthly literary journal, Books, is published in France since 2008. It covers international literature, and it includes articles on books that have not yet been translated into French. The website of the journal aims at ''shedding light on topical issues and affairs through books published in the whole world. [The journal translates] the best articles that deal with those books in the world press.''in the world (see below). Moreover, English is spoken in countries with very distinct cultures. It can therefore be expected that more fiction be produced in English than in many other languages. We nevertheless show that -if account is taken of factors such as production in the source language, reception in the destination language and proximity between cultures -translations from English, in fact, fall behind translations from other languages, including Scandinavian idioms and French. One can also expect that fiction written in English is more diversified, as it originates from writers located in culturally diverse countries: Great Britain, Ireland, Canada, the United States, and former British colonies in Africa, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania, India, or the West Indies.
9 This may explain why publishers in these countries do not have the same interest to translate from other languages, as the diversity that readers look for is available without translation. And indeed, our results show that in this sense, the exchange between English and other languages is unequal as pointed out by sociologists, but should not be overestimated.
Indeed, let us assume that data exist on the number of literary works produced, as well as on the number of readers in each language. It is reasonable to think that more books will be written in languages that are native to many speakers and these languages are likely to translate less to their own than are small ones (since more books are available in the former's own language). In addition, and as mentioned above, widely used languages (such as English, Spanish or Arabic) are often spoken in several countries, and they yield a larger degree of diversity in cultures and literature than languages that are spoken in smaller countries such as, say, Lithuania.
10 If this is true, then the English domination in literature could partly be due to the fact that English, the mother tongue of some 400 million people (Crystal, 2001) , produces more fiction than any other European language -including Spanish and Portuguese, spoken by 270 and 175 million as a first language (Crystal, 2001) 11 -and that more books are translated from English. 12 Table 1 , which tabulates (per head in each native language) the number of literary works translated from some European languages illustrates that this is roughly the case. Indeed, even though a large number of books is translated from English (0.95 per 1000 speakers of English), and very few are translated into English (0.043 per thousand speakers of English as well), there are almost as many that are translated from French (0.88 per thousand speakers of French) and many more from Danish, Norwegian and Swedishwith respectively 1.33, 1.32 and 1.76 books per thousand speakers of each language. Countries with smaller populations -such as Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Iceland, The Netherlands, Norway or Slovenia-translate more into their own language than those whose languages are spoken by large populations. This, of course, explains the staggering number, 22.09, of the ratio ''From English/To English'' in the third column of Table 1 -which means that (per head) the number of translations from English is 22 times larger than (per head) the number of translations into English. With the exception of Swedish, all other ratios are smaller than one.
These considerations take no account of another important factor in comparing the number of translations: the role of cultural proximities-an assumption that is also made by Janssen (2009), although she does not explicitly uses it in her model. Our theoretical and empirical investigations are in line with the view that -since more fiction is produced in English, which is culturally closer to other Indo-European languages than Mandarin, Arabic or Hindi -more will be translated from English than from other languages, even though these languages have large numbers of native speakers (e.g., Mandarin Chinese is spoken by 1.2 billion people; Crystal, 2001 ). This argument is reinforced by the fact that translations are relatively expensive. De Swaan (1993, p. 45) estimates translation costs at 30% of the price of a 300-page book of which 2000 copies (''certainly not a too conservative estimate,'' according to De Swaan) are circulated. It follows that publishers will take little risk to translate books that have a low probability of being read. The paper is organized as follows. The theoretical model is discussed first. It leads to a demand equation for translations by a ''representative'' reader, which lends itself to econometric estimation. Empirical results shed some light on the determinants of translations of fiction and only mildly support the hypothesis of the dominance of English. This may still look worrisome but, at least, it can be explained by demographic, economic and cultural proximity arguments. It leads us to conclude that, although translations from English are indeed dominating in number, they are not disproportionately large.
14 And translations into English are not that small.
The model and data
The main ingredients of the model are the number of titles translated, the number of titles produced in the source language, the number of people who read in the destination language, and the ''cultural distance'' between the source and the destination language. We expect that the larger the number of titles written in the source language -and the larger the number of people who read in the destination language -then the larger the number of translations. The distance between the two languages should have a negative effect, as more distant cultures will lead to fewer translations. This is very similar to models that are used in international trade, where exchanges between countries are explained (with a high degree of success) by wealth and production in each pair of countries, as well as the distance (geographical, cultural, linguistic, other) between the countries.
Clearly, such a simple framework is not sufficient to account for all the details that generate the number of translations, but it will hopefully help in explaining part of the large inequalities that are observed in Table 1 . The part that remains unexplained is due to idiosyncrasies in the partner countries or languages.
Due to very strong data limitations on the production of books, and the number of readers by language, we were forced to rely on other variables than those that are described above. We briefly review these reasons and the data that we were led to use, and also make the reader aware that we restrict our attention to European languages only-thus eliminating from consideration some important languages, such as Mandarin Chinese, Hindi, Arabic, and Japanese.
Number of titles translated
Data are obtained from UNESCO's website. 15 They cover the period 1979-2002. This is how UNESCO describes the data: ''The Index Translationum is a list of books translated in the world, i.e. an international bibliography of translations. The database contains cumulative bibliographical information on books translated and published in about one hundred of the UNESCO Member States since 1979 and totaling more than 1.7 million entries in all disciplines [including literature].'' We concentrated on literature. UNESCO receives the data from bibliography centers or national libraries in the participating countries.
14 In fact, some authors even suggest that the share of English in printed and electronic media is declining. Melitz (2007, Table 1 , and p. 212) shows data suggesting that the role of English in literary works is decreasing over the last 30 years, and Pfanner (2007) indicates that only 36% of all blog postings on the Internet are in English, while 37% are written in Japanese and the share of Chinese and Spanish blogs is rapidly increasing. Because printed books may (very unfortunately) soon be superseded by the Internet, this may lead to a more balanced world.. 15 As well as from http://databases.unesco.org/xtrans/stat/xTransList.a.
The UNESCO database is often strongly criticized as not very reliable because (a) the definition of a book varies across countries, and (b) the numbers exhibit important fluctuations (Heilbron, 1999) . We partly avoid both criticisms because (a) we consider only literature, the definition of which is probably the subject of larger agreement, and (b) we deal with longer periods than single years, so that fluctuations are smoothed out. Note that Heilbron, who offers this critique, claims nevertheless that the UNESCO database is the only readily available international source.
We focus on the main European languages considered as official (thus excluding for instance Catalan), and we chose to discard some languages for which the number of titles translated is too small (Albanian, Moldavian). Appendix A provides an overview of the languages included in our data. As will be seen, some languages (Estonian, Greek, Icelandic, Latvian, Lithuanian, Slovene and Ukrainian) are included as destination languages only, for the number of titles translated from these languages is very small. Our sample includes thus 19 source countries, and 26 destination countries, which leads to 475 (=19 * 26-19) translation flows. We ignored 4 observations (translations from Finnish to Hungarian and Estonian, and from Hungarian to Finnish and Estonian), as there are no data on distances between these three languages. We are thus left with 471 observations on bilateral translations.
Number of titles produced in the source language
The UNESCO statistics dealing with book publishing seem extremely incomplete and limitednot only by country (which could give us an indication of language, though many countries, including the US, Belgium, Canada, publish in more than one language) -but also when one tries to regroup country statistics into language statistics. The reasons are as follows: (a) The volume edited by Altbach and Hoshino (1995) , International Book Publishing, An Encyclopedia -which seems to be the reference on book publishing -contains an article by Gretchen Whitney, who collected all the available UNESCO data on book production by country and for five languages (English, French, German, Spanish and Russian). The data are extremely incomplete, even for these very important languages. For several years there are no data for Canada and the US. Here is what Whitney (1995, p. 168) writes: ''North America encompasses 25 countries, including those of Central America, and four large producers: the US, Canada, Cuba and Mexico. The data for the first two are unusable: The US shows figures in the 88,000-99,000 title range for 1970-1976, 1978 and 1981 only; for Canada, there are no data after 1980, when nearly 20,000 titles were produced. Mexico is missing but for six years, etc.'' (b) Moreover, even if these data can be retrieved, they are by country, and not by language; and here, we deal with languages and not countries. So we would have had to check how many books in French come from Belgium or from Canada (two languages in each country); how many titles in English were written in Canada, India, East or West Africa; how many titles in Russian or Ukrainian in Ukraine; add for Spanish, the books written in every Latin American country; and so on. (c) It is of course possible to do approximations by taking, for instance, the maximal or the average number of books published for those years for which numbers exist for a country. However, this does not seem a good alternative, for not all countries publish such numbers for the same years. 
Number of readers in the destination country
Except for some surveys organized from time to time in specific countries, no data on reading habits are available. Using the number of books produced would be an alternative, but this does not work either given what is described above.
Given the very incomplete data on the number of titles produced and on the number of readers in the destination country, we rely on the populations of native speakers (Crystal, 2001) in both the source and the destination language. Though this is unfortunately a second best choice, it can be rationalized since the larger the population, the more variety there may be in types of books and situations described.
Distances between cultures
The data that we use to represent distances between cultures 17 require some explanation. The measure is based on so-called cognate data, established as follows. For each meaning from a list of 200 basic meanings (such as father, mother, digits, etc.) selected by Swadesh (1952) -Dyen et al. (1992) collected the words used in 95 Indo-European speech varieties (i.e., languages and dialects) and classified these into cognate classes. For a given meaning, such a class contains all the words from different speech varieties that have an unbroken history of descent from a common ancestral word. 18 The distance between two languages i and j is then equal to the percentage of words in the two languages that do not descend from a common word. This distance will thus be close to 1 if the two languages have completely different roots (say English and Finnish, a non Indo-European language) and close to 0 otherwise (Slovak and Czech).
19 In our context, this distance is not meant to measure the difficulty of translating from i to j, which is more complex than just the relative proximities of vocabularies. 20 We rather follow CavalliSforza (2000) and assume that linguistic distances are a proxy of cultural distances.
The reader is referred to Appendix B, wherein we develop a microeconomic model that leads to an equation in which the number of titles translated from a source language to a destination language is determined by the following variables: (a) the sizes of the populations that speak the source and the destination languages as first language; and (b) the distances between the two languages.
In a variant, we add as explanatory variables the literacy rate and the average income of the population speaking the destination language. The data are described in Appendix C.
In this model, a unique parameter is estimated for all source languages and another one for all destination languages. This may (and does indeed) hide the disparities between languages that are singled out by sociologists and that are illustrated in a straightforward way in Table 1 . To mitigate this, we estimate two other forms of the model in which either source or destination languages are disaggregated. This is further discussed in Section 3.
Empirical results
The model discussed in Section 2 and in Appendix B leads us to estimate the following equation, using ordinary least squares:
where all the variables are expressed in logarithms (ln)-t ij is the number of translations from source language i to destination language j; P i and P j are the sizes of the populations that speak i and j as first language; D ij is the distance between i and j; L j and W j represent the literacy rate and the average income of the population speaking destination language j; and v ij is an error term. Note that we also estimate the model without these two additional variables. The a are parameters to be estimated; they can easily be obtained from combinations of the parameters of Eq. (A4) in Appendix B. The results discussed above (and summarized in the Proposition stated in Appendix B) imply that a 1 and a 2 should be positive (the larger the source or destination languages, the larger the number of translations), while a 3 should be negative (the larger the distance between two languages, the smaller the number of translations). Literacy and income of the population speaking the destination language are expected to have a positive influence, for more books will be read (and thus translated from other languages) in more literate and richer regions; a 4 and a 5 should therefore also be positive; a 0 is an intercept term. Estimation results for literary translations between 1979 and 2002 are shown in Table 2 .
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They include 19 source and 26 destination languages. The first equation gives the results, ignoring literacy rate and income in the destination population. All parameters are significantly different from zero at the one percent probability level (which means that they can hardly be considered not to influence the number of translations), and they all carry the expected signs discussed earlier. They show that a ten percent difference in the populations of two source languages makes for a 7.6% difference in the number of translations, in favor of the larger population. To make this more explicit, consider the English speaking population (400 million), which is 5.5 times larger than the one that speaks French (72 million). If the number of books translated from French to English is 100, the number of translations from English to French will be 5.5 Â 0.76 = 4 times larger-that is, of the order of 400, all other things being equal. The coefficient picked up by the destination language is much smaller (0.35). This results from the fact that more books are written in languages that are spoken by many and populations that speak these languages are more self-sufficient. On the other hand, fewer titles are translated into languages spoken by smaller and more homogeneous populations, where word of mouth may work, or where the number of newspapers that carry literary critiques is smaller and less diversified. While the English speaking population is 5.5 times larger than the French speaking population, translations to English should only be 5.5 Â 0.35 = 2 times larger than translations to French. The coefficient picked up by distance is not significantly different from À1. This is a large effect, as it means that a 10% increase in the linguistic distance between two languages decreases the number of translations by the same percentage. Again, a simple example may be useful. The distance between German and Dutch is 0.162; it is equal to 0.812 between German and Greek, thus 5 times larger. For 100 books translated from German to Dutch (and vice versa), there would be merely 20 translations from German to Greek (and vice versa).
In the second equation, we add literacy rates and income per head in the country of destination. 22 As expected, both are significantly positive, and the coefficient picked up by the literacy rate is quite important (3.65, which means that a 10% increase in literacy increases translation by 36.5%), and so is the one relative to income (0.45), while the other parameters remain similar to those of the previous equation.
Both equations explain over 40% of the total variance of (the logarithm of) the number of translations. The residual unexplained variance could be reduced in a significant way if one distinguishes the effect of the populations speaking the various source or destination languages. This can be examined by rewriting Eq. (1) as:
and All coefficients are different from zero at the 0.001 probability level, with the exception of the literacy rate and the intercept in Eq. (1b).
In Eq. (2), the common source language variable is replaced by several source variables, one for each language (except one, here k = 1, normalized to 0); the d k are dummy variables that take the value 1 for i = k, and 0 otherwise. In Eq. (3) an identical procedure is adopted for destination languages (with dummy variables d k that take the value 1 for j = k, and 0 otherwise).
24 Each dummy is multiplied by (the log of) the population that speaks the language, so that each source or destination language will pick up its own parameter, b k or g k and give an indication of the ''power'' or other idiosyncrasies of the language that is not explained by the other variables present in the equation. The interesting result here is that it allows ranking source and destination languages.
Estimation results are shown in Table 3 , for both equations. Note, first, that the effects of common parameters (destination language in (2) and source language in (3), as well as distance between languages) are qualitatively similar to those derived in Eq. (1).
The idiosyncratic language parameters can be ranked by decreasing order. This is done in the second part of the table, in the two columns headed ''Index (German = 100).'' As mentioned above, one of the parameters cannot be estimated, and all these index numbers are calculated with respect to German, which is arbitrarily given the index value of 100. But one can, of course, compute the index between any two languages. For instance, translations from Norwegian are 149/115 = 30% larger than those from French, when account is taken for source and destination languages and for distances.
The top tree source languages are Scandinavian (Norwegian, Danish and Swedish), and another Scandinavian language, Icelandic, is the top destination language. The number of translations between Scandinavian languages is obviously important, although clearly, these are translations from small languages into small languages and the numbers cannot reach the numbers reached by large languages. It should also be noted that French is ahead of English as a source language, and in fact, French, English and German are in a close race. On the destination side, and among the languages with large number of speakers, Polish comes first-just behind Icelandic, with a very small number of speakers, but a large numbers of translations per head; German, Finnish, Hungarian and French are close ''competitors''; and indeed, English is quite far down in the list-but ahead of Spanish, Italian and Portuguese, three other important languages.
This clarifies the result concerning the disproportionate number of translations from English. It hardly disproves the fact that little is translated into English, but many languages do worse than English. Though Russian, Spanish and Portuguese are spoken by large populations, their role as source languages is often dwarfed by languages spoken in smaller countries, such as Finnish, Czech and Hungarian. The model, however, offers no explanation for this effect, which may be due to the fact that some writers in smaller countries become very famous and are translated very extensively during certain periods (including the one under review) and then disappear after some time. This is unlikely to happen in larger countries with many authors, where the mix of more and less prolific authors is somewhat stable. Unfortunately, the data are aggregate (number of titles translated) and do not allow verifying whether the number of translations is due to many authors or whether it is the consequence of a small number of prolific authors translated because of their fame. It leaves open the question whether the differences are the consequence of popular or upscale authors. This ranking also includes public (or private, through publishers) efforts made by some countries (or linguistic communities) to make their literature known in the rest of the world, as well as those made by some communities to offer to their citizens translated works. This is for example the case of France, where the cost of translating a novel is often subsidized.
Finally, the estimated parameters of the model and the various interpretations to which they lead are based on the world that we observe, and not on a possible ideal world in which there could or should be more equality. But they point to some reasons for which inequalities, that can hardly be changed, arise.
Conclusions
We construct and estimate a model that offers some insight into the determinants of literary translations. The formulation of the estimated equations can be derived on intuitive grounds or from the ''demand for translated'' books equation described in Appendix B. We show that the model fits the data quite well. Translations from English are not disproportionately large, and they are not larger than those from French. It is obvious that the more titles are written in a language (and this number is roughly proportional to the population, at least in countries which benefit from a similar degree of literacy), the more will be translated into other languages, as long as cultural traits are sufficiently similar. If these are not, cultural distances will also play a role: the larger the distance, the smaller the number of translations. We consider the period 1979-2002 as a whole. Heilbron (2008) underlines the importance that changing transnational relations have on translations, and he looks at the patterns of exchanges between France and the Netherlands between 1946 and 1995. He shows that the ''trades'' between the two countries underwent substantial changes. We did not pursue this issue here, since the time period is only half as long as the one considered by Heilbron and is unlikely to show very large changes. Moreover, as Heilbron (1999 Heilbron ( , 2008 ) points out, translations should be looked at in terms of shares in the total market for books in a country or language-which, for reasons given earlier, are not available, and not as a share of various languages in the total market for translations.
This being said, it is true that English has a privileged (rather than a dominating or hegemonic) position on the market for novels. A large number of books are translated from English, and little is translated into English, as the English literature is more heterogeneous and demand for translations is smaller. The sizes of the populations and linguistic distances, which are exogenous to the translation process, explain these disparities, and they cannot be removed. Our results are consistent with what Pym (1999, p. 9) had already in mind more than ten years ago, writing that ''since literatures in English constitute a vast and diverse phenomenon, many of the non-translated [that is originally written in] English texts are in fact from non-central cultures, potentially fulfilling much of the diversifying role that translations play in less extensive languages.'' Public or private policies can of course marginally change this state of affairs by subsidizing translations. This is, to some extent, the case in continental Europe. One may wonder why Americans and the British, who are so keen in privately subsidizing music, theaters, or museums, do not subsidize translations. In her survey of American publishers, Sapiro (2010) notes that some publishers are embarrassed by this situation. One of those active in the up-market complains that ''in our whole culture, we have been unable to assimilate and learn about other cultures'' (Sapiro, 2010, p. 435) . A similar view is taken by Esther Allen, a literature professor in a New York college and former director of the PEN Translation Fund: ''There is still a very entrenched attitude on the part of mainstream commercial houses that the US consumer of books does not want to read translations. '' 25 For the time being, authors who write in English thus benefit from three advantages. They have a large market in their own language, they also have access to other large markets since their books get translated, and finally, they do not ''need'' spending on translation costs. This is also reflected in the number of British (and probably American) high school students who learn foreign languages. A recent European survey 26 shows that while some 98-99% of children in the European Union study at least one foreign language, the number is 81% in Ireland and only 48% in the United Kingdom. Some do indeed benefit from free lunches.
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there will be more titles written in A. Likewise, if the population in the destination language C is larger than in D, individuals in C will look for more variety, and they will demand more translations than those in D. Cultural distances play the role of prices in the usual model, for we assume that the larger the distance of cultures between the origin and the destination language, then the more it takes effort to read the novel. The impact of linguistic distances goes in the opposite direction: the larger the distance between the source and the destination language, the fewer titles will be translated. Literacy and income of the population of the destination language are expected to have a positive influence, for more books will be read (individuals spend more time reading) -and thus translated from other languages -in more literate and richer regions.
Consider a society where citizens speak languages from the set Q = {1, 2, . . ., q}. Suppose that every citizen knows one and only one native language in Q. Denote by P j the population of citizens whose native language is j, and by L j and W j their literacy rate and average income, respectively. Citizens who know language j have access to books translated from other (foreign) languages i = 1, 2, j À 1, j + 1, . . ., q. Subscript i will denote a source language from which a book is translated into j, the so-called destination language. We assume that for every language j there is a representative (average) reader A j who speaks j and spends R j hours reading translated books. Let t ij be the number of titles (translated from language i to language j) that A j reads. We assume that: Assumption 1. The exogenously given time (effort) that this average reader can devote to reading is increasing with her literacy rate and income. R j is an increasing function of the average literacy rate L j and average income W j of population P j .
It is often more difficult to adjust to novels entrenched in different cultures. Therefore, we assume that it takes longer or more effort to read books translated from languages that are culturally more distant. Denote the cultural distance between languages i and j by D ij . Then: Assumption 2. It takes more time (or effort) for an individual to read titles that are translated from more distant source languages. There is a positive constant r such that A j needs r(1 + D ij ) hours or units of effort to read a book translated from i to j. A j 's reading time constraint can be formulated as:
Assumption 3. The utility that an individual derives from reading is increasing with the number of titles he reads, but titles translated from different languages may generate different units of utility.
This assumption can be interpreted in two ways: either readers know the kinds of translations they want to read, or publishers impose their mix of translations from source languages. In reality, there is probably a mutual influence as publishers ''know'' or ''guess'' the tastes of their readers and choose the right combination of translations from the various source languages. A j 's preferences for foreign books translated from languages different from j are represented by the following Cobb-Douglas utility function with q À 1 variables: u j ðt 1 j ; t 2 j ; . . . ; t jÀ1; j ; t jþ1; j ; . . . ; t q j Þ ¼ t
Assumption 4. These units of utility increase with the population that speaks the destination language, as readers look for more diversity (this is captured by the next assumption). For every language i, g i = g(P i ) is an increasing function of the population P i . Assumption 3 offers a simple functional form (more complicated forms would lead to very similar results) for the utility derived from translated books. The representative reader has access to translations from all languages, including those from distant cultures giving her the possibility to learn about all possible cultures. Assumption 4 is meant to represent the influence of the source language i. If the number of writers per head in population P i is equal across languages, then the number of books written in a language is an increasing function of the number of its speakers.
For every pair of languages, i and j, the average reader A j chooses the optimal number t Ã i j of foreign titles in i that she will read by maximizing her utility u j (.) under her reading time constraint (A1). This leads to the following demand functions:
where
Note that in this formulation t ij is decreasing in the distance between languages. One could argue that when languages are very close, there is no need for translation as both populations can read each other's books in the native language. The number of translated titles would then increase with the linguistic distance up to a point, and then it would eventually decline when the linguistic gap between two languages becomes large. It is easy to develop a model that would reproduce such an inverted-U shape for the relation between number of titles translated and distance. However, we could find no evidence for this in the empirical results and did not pursue the idea. The reason is probably due to the fact that the distance for which the inverted-U curve peaks is quite low. The closest languages in our database are Slovak and Czech, and there are nevertheless books translated from one to the other language.
The link between the total number of titles translated from i to j and the preferences of the average reader is determined by geographical and cultural diversity within population P j . Indeed, if the population is perfectly homogeneous, all readers will read the same titles, and the total number of titles translated from i to j will be equal to t Ã i j . This will happen if population P j is small with a small number of literary critics who recommend the same books. Word of mouth between the few readers who do not live far away from each other will go in the same direction. In the other extreme case of a completely heterogeneous (and large) population P j , in which each reader lives on an ''island'' and reads different titles, the total number of titles translated from i to j will be equal to P j t Ã i j . In other words, when P j is small, the number of titles read there will be small. When P j is large and diverse (as in the case of English or Spanish whose speakers are scattered across countries and continents), there will be less information flowing between sub-regions, local populations will be more isolated from each other, the number of newspapers carrying literary criticisms will be larger, and the number of translated titles will be relatively large. Therefore, it is reasonable to represent the size and diversity of population P j by a heterogeneity index H j , an increasing function of the population size P j .
28 Therefore, we assume:
Assumption 5. The link between the total number of titles translated from a source language and the preferences of the average reader is determined by the diversity within the population of the destination language (country).
If this population is small, it will be more homogeneous; it will have access to critics who are more likely to share the same tastes; and the number of titles read will be relatively small. 29 A larger population in a large country (or even in different countries that share the same native language) will be less homogeneous, and the number of titles translated into its native language is likely to be larger. The total number of titles translated from i to j is therefore given by t ij = H j t ij * . Demand functions for all languages i 6 ¼ j can now be fully specified as
It is easy to show that these demands satisfy the following properties. Proposition. Under Assumptions 1-5, the number of titles translated from i to j is
